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The third quarter of 2021 has been disrupted by another 
 COVID-19 lockdown which has been tough for many. And yet,
we remain connected to support one another. 



This quarter we would like to talk about visuals. Visuals are an amazing tool to

support the communication between you and your autistic tamaiti. 

Visual supports are widely used in modern society. From advertising,  safety or

health messages, flow charts of instructions to basketball coaches using

whiteboards to explain tactics. Even the music industry uses videos to promote

songs. Simply looking at photographs of nature for as few as five minutes can

have a calming effect on the brain.

VISUALS

Visuals make the invisible visible. An example for the invisible is the passage of

time. How can we visualize time? One way to visualize time is through the use of

sensory timers. 

https://www.online-stopwatch.com/sensory-timers/


VISUALS

Photos can capture positive memories which can be revisited over and over again.

How many times do you return to the same recipes? How often do you check the

menu of a favourite restaurant, even though you have been there many times

(and possibly order the same thing)? How many times do you check your phone,

social media or watch?

Sometimes the spoken word is not enough. When information is presented visually

it can be accessed as long as needed. 

"Visuals are great and tell me what I can do."



Offer real experiences, physical activity, and manipulables to support

understanding

Support text and spoken information with photos, graphics, audio, and video

Present digital text rather than printed text so that our tamaiti can personalise

it by enlarging it or listening to it.

Use online tools such as Google Slides or blogs to bring multimedia together,

so our tamaiti has content options presented in different media all in one place

(for example, a YouTube video, a graphic and some text).

Make instructions, demonstrations, or key content rewindable and accessible

24/7

How about taking a multi-sensory approach? 

We can offer our tamaiti multiple opportunities to build understanding using all

their senses.

But what can we do? We can...

VISUALS


